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?The Letter Killeth, but the Spirit giveth life??2Co 3:6?is one of those
popular quotations that keep invoking the various interpretations. This?letter?
means the literal meaning of words, and exegeses agree to take it as the letter
of the law. Arguments remain, however, on what this law is, and whether it
means the law itself or the rigid interpretation or the abuse of a law. One even
insists that the problem is with humans, and that we?should not attach an
unduly negative connotation to the?letter???Garland 166?. Generally
speaking,?the letter kills?is interpreted as the consequences of the strict and
inflexible observation of the letter of the law compared with understandings of
its spirit. It also suggests that the secular law can never provide us with the
power of life that only God can give.?The letter?may not be the law itself
?since Paul affirms that the law is?spiritual???Garland 163?, but it cannot be
denied that the concept of?the law that kills? refers to the power, the
oppressive power, of the law when it contradicts humanity.
Apart from biblical arguments, the phrase seems to tell how powerful if
not harmful?the letter?can be, to suggest that there is a deep?rooted doubt
against it, when?the letter?is compared with?the spirit.?The comparison of
the letter and the spirit is presented in the form of various binary oppositions
related to language, such as form and idea, denotation and connotation, the
literal and the figural, and the signifier and the signified. The former of the pair
refers to literality, which I would define as the materiality of language. It is
this literality that is both the problem and the power of the letter. Aligned with
the letter of the law, there are two other major lexical meanings of the word
?letter?in the dictionary, the symbol for writing, or the alphabetical character,
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and the epistle, a piece of writing. All three different?letter?s share literality,
and are suspected of a kind of untruthfullness. The question is if those other
?letter?s also kill. If they kill, in what way? What on earth is the power of
literality that is so feared?
The epistle is the most comprehensive and complicated of all, not only
involving two other meanings and all their elements, but also embracing even
the sense of ?spirit? because apparently the idea matters a lot in
correspondence. The letter as epistle, therefore, may give a turn to the concept
of?the letter killeth?and resolve the conflict between the letter and the sprit.
On the other hand, literality of the letter is most obvious and effective in the
epistle. An epistle is called a letter because it consists precisely of a series of
letters. It is in literality, in the signifier, that the epistle can carry and express
the meaning. Nobody, not even in the biblical world, believes the letter
?literally?kills. But the power of literality forces us to take it very literally.
Here is a most notable instance in which a?letter??as an amazing
combination of the law and a writing symbol,?literally?kills or at least so it
seems. It is at the near end of The Scarlet Letter where we witness the death of
Rev. Dimmesdale on the scaffold. We suspect, or we almost know, that it is
caused by the letter on his bosom, and we cannot but realize the lethal power
of the letter formidably at work. Nothing can illustrate more clearly than this
climax scene the relation between the letter as the symbol and the letter as the
law. Indeed the novel as a whole can be regarded as a demonstration of how
?the letter killeth??or how much power the letter possesses, the process of
which seems to culminate in this scene. Controversially, the narrator at the
critical moment simply avoids giving an account of what is revealed and only
articulates his avoidance:?It was revealed? But it were irreverent to describe
that revelation? XXXIII, 172?1. Yet this deliberate obscuration hardly prevents
us from imagining the presence of the ominous letter on the minister?s breast,
and its portent power: whether it has conceivably taken a long time from the
beginning of the novel, or it happens just on the very moment of the
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revelation, it is the letter that has taken his life.
In The Scarlet Letter, the main feature of the novel is not the dubious
letter on Dimmesdale but the original blazing letter A attached on the breast of
Hester Prynne, the power, the office, or the meaning of which, is the major
concern of the reading. If the letter killed Dimmesdale, then Hester?s failed to
kill her. We have to see the difference. With both people it is the legal power
of the letter that works, and the letter on Hester?s bosom undoubtedly
demonstrates the power of the secular law enforcement both as the symbol of a
misdeed to be punished and the agency of punishment. It humiliates the bearer
by exposing her sinfulness and at the same time punishes her by the
humiliation and other harassing situations it causes. Yet, the letter does not
?kill?Hester even in a figurative sense, however harsh it may afflict her. It is
possible to see the power of her?spirit?contrasted against the power of letter,
but what is amazing about the letter on Hester is that the literality of the letter
A taken to its extreme proves to be powerful enough to kill the law, say the
?spirit?of the law. The letter A does not contradict her but rather becomes her
self. On the other hand, the letter on Dimmesdale, which, too, is functioning as
the symbol of misdeeds and the agency of punishment, seems to be working
?literally?as a lethal weapon. What is at stake, however, is not the letter of the
secular law but of the law of God:?Stand any here that question God?s
judgment on a sinner?? XXXIII 172?. Paradox goes, therefore, that the letter
that kills is the spirit of God.
In spite of its illustrious demonstration of the deadly power of the letter,
The Scarlet Letter may not be a perfect exemplar of the formula?the letter
killeth and the spirit giveth life.?But associating the novel with this formula is
neither simply to prove its validity nor to evaluate the novel in terms of this
phrase. It is to recognize the destructive or subversive power of the letter. The
Scarlet Letter does have a say about the power of the letter, the manifold
phases of the letter, and its complicated relation to the?spirit.?The narrative
deals directly with the problems of law and its enforcement, which involves the
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conflict between figure and reality. If we disentangle the intricate and the
mutually contradictory threads of meanings of the novel, it might be possible to
revise the formula and say that in this novel the letter does NOT kill, but,
rather gives life. On the other hand, however, if we look into the meaning of
revision or reversal, we may be even able to assert that the letter DOES kill,
but in a different way.
The aim of the paper is to see how powerful the letter could be in its
lieterality. Reading The Scarlet Letter, we explore the process how the letter of
the law is converted into the law of the letter, that is literality2. We will focus
on the power of the letter and see how a writing symbol functions as the law
and how its literality works.
Second, we will see how the law of the letter is realized in the form of the
epistle, how the letter A can function like an epistle:?A?is for Address?
Addressing. The writing system and the epistle are not merely two phases of
the same word,?letter,?but the former is an essential element of the latter,
literarity of which plays an important role in its signification and
communication. As Hester is being identified with the letter A , she becomes
transfigured to the epistle. And her life is marked by her function as an epistle.
Finally the subversive power of literality is examined as to the last chapter
of the novel.
1. The Power of the Letter
The story of The Scarlet Letter is essentially ambiguous and no full
agreement has been reached as to what it is all about3. I personally believe that
it is neither about the love between Hester Prynne and Arthur Dimmesdale, the
redemption of a couple of sinners, nor the impropriety of adultery. I think, as
many others do, it is rather about the struggle of one woman who is forced to
fight against everything surrounding her. But whether the main enemy is the
Puritan society or her inner evil, or whether or not the struggle is finally won,
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remains controversial. At least it seems to be agreed that the image of the
scarlet letter is crucial as the site of the struggle, representing both the law and
a passionate and independent woman?s body.
The letter A as embodying the idea of law and its enforcement is
particularly competent. The attaching a letter or letters symbolizing the crime to
the offender as punishment is already seen in the earlier English record and not
the invention of the Colonial society in Boston. The demonstration of both a
sin and its penalty emphasizes the control, and therefore intimates the radical
weakness of the Colonial legal institution, or, at least with this case of?A ,?its
characteristic perplexity in dealing with sex crimes. Public execution or
humiliation may serve most visibly for stressing the relation between the crime
and the punishment and the justice. But such everyday and persistent show of
the penalty as this letter attachment proves more efficiently and less
inhumanely that the system is functioning well. The letter is the law,?because
it signifies law?it is illegible outside the legal code that makes it an
abbreviation??Berlant 66?. This ingenuous form of punishment, therefore,
implies not so much the primitive state of the Colonial society as the
sophisticated strategy of the government to propagate its power, making a
culprit a moving ad pillar.
In this form of punishment the law functions less as the letter of the law
itself than as the power of law enforcement. The single letter of the writing
symbol represents not so much the tenor of the law as the power in the back,
where the effect is dependent on the visibility or legibility, and movability or
transmissibility, of the letter. In doing so, the letter demonstrates its materiality
of which law is devoid. It is this materiality that tends to play a critical role
when the letter stands against the law it embodies. In other words, the letter of
the law could destroy the spirit of the law. The novel establishes itself on this
intrinsically ambivalent and subversive structure of the letter.
It must be noted, however, that in The Scarlet Letter the law has a hard
time swaying power through the letter A . This awesome letter is supposed to
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stand exactly as the symbol for the law enforcement power of the Puritan
colonial government in Boston. It is meant to?kill?Hester Prynne, who has
committed a biblical sin that the letter A indicates. Apparently, however, the
letter does not function from the beginning as intended, or even the novel does
not really intend as the history does. At the most humiliating moment of
punishment, it is apparent that Hester is simply unyielding to the law. At the
threshold of the prison door, she repels the town?beadle?by an action marked
with natural dignity and force of character.?On the scafold, the official and
penal letter A fails to beat her.
When the young woman?the mother of this child?stood fully
revealed before the crowd, it seemed to be her first impulse to clasp the
infant closely to her bosom; not so much by an impulse of motherly
affection, as that she might thereby conceal a certain token, which was
wrought or fastened into her dress. In a moment, however, wisely
judging that one token of her shame would but poorly serve to hide
another, she took the baby on her arm, and, with a burning blush, and
yet a haughty smile, and a glance that would not be abashed, looked
around at her townspeople and neighbours.?II 39?
Although the narrator suspects her humiliation and tries to read her submission
in her gesture, her gaze is denying abashment and rebuffing his condescending
judgment.
There are two reasons that the letter of the law fails to?kill?Hester. The
first is that the meaning and function of the law, or the nature of crime and
punishment, seems to be modified in this fictional world. Second, not only is
Hester capable of changing her own situation, but the nature of the letter itself
helps her. Adultery is a mortal sin with a biblical origin, and in Boston around
1640 was worth the legal penalty of death. From the record of the court and
punishment at that time, however, it seems the real cases of execution were
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very few.?McManus 174?There were quite a few cases in which adultery
was, if not given the death penalty, judged as a felony that deserved a branding
?Powers 181?, as is suggested by the claim of a woman at the market place
that magistrates at least?should have put the brand of a hot iron on Hester
Prynne?s forehead??II 38?. Apparently ordering the sinners to wear a letter or
letters is invented to substitute the cruelty of branding, as branding itself is
modified in later days of the colonial history?Powers 181?9?. But judging
from the similar cases collected by Edwin Powers, Hester could have been
branded, or at least whipped before being ordered to put on the symbol of her
penalty?Powers198?9?. But she is evidently exempt from those corporal
penalties that the law against fornication could entail and the letter A could
imply. Launa H. Korobkin suspects that Hawthorne intentionally made a
change in the legal process or the court judgment to strengthen favorably the
power of the magistrates?Korobkin 201?.
The validity of the penalty, however, is less significant than the peculiar
nature of the crime in question. The problem is that it is not certain whether
Hester is believed to be guilty, or in any way represented as guilty in the
novel, not only in the light of secular laws but also of the law of God. The
difficulty of the configuration of Puritan Law vs. Individual with adultery as
the lever of the opposition, was in that adultery itself was something hard to
legislate. Even though the Puritan government had started as theocracy and
adultery was a biblical sin that it dreaded most, the legal system of the colonies
were too secularized and humanized to impose the maximum penalty. Adultery
was the violation of paternal lineage and therefore most hazardous to the
patriarchal Puritan society, and yet the magistrates often showed a weak
attitude to its punishment. As we have seen in the novel, the scarlet letter is
already the sign of the modification of penalty as well as the sign of penalty
itself. According to the record, the sentence of adultery was sometimes reduced
for the reason of the lack of evidence, which was often the case4. The matter
would be all the more problematic, if adultery was interpreted as a choice not
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between two mortals but between man and God5.
Hawthorne?s story develops upon this dubious ground so that the nature of
the crime is taken as all the more ambiguous. There is no denying that adultery
and its consequences are at the center of the narrative, but the novel neither
condemns the deed openly?if it did, then there would be no story?nor claims
it to be pardonable. It is evident that the novel cunningly avoids articulating the
word for the wrong as well as any intimation of the deed itself. Evidence is
precarious both in the story and the text. It is true that?the text itself displaces
the issue of cuckoldry onto issues of sin??Weinauer 2001?. But before it is
the matter of crime or sin, equivocated is whether it happened or not. Even if
adultery is simply a sin, by not mentioning the very word, and provoking the
dubiousness and evilness of the plaintiff, Chillingworth, the story astutely
evades the question of credibility of the crime. The story begins with the
gossiping women whose interest is in?whatever penal infliction might be
expected to ensue??II 37?, not in the crime. Thrown in medias res of the
scene of punishment, we find ourselves already alienated from the crime or the
process of justice. Naturally the scene concentrates on the consequence, the
penalty: the letter A and the public display of the culprit. Characters are all
duly reticent about it. Asked by Chillingworth what has brought her to the
scaffold, a townsman tells the long story but ends up with a vague remark:
?and his young wife, look you, being left to her own misguidance???III
45?. Hester admits that she had?wronged?her husband. But in what respect
she erred is not articulated. The situation around the?recognition?itself is not
helpful, either. Hester does carry a baby, who is ought to be the best proof of
the deed, but with its father wanted, the baby, as it is, proves nothing but her
maternity. What makes the scene complicated is the involvement of the
husband as well as the lover at the same time, though their identities are as yet
covered. The question of paternity is obscured not only in terms of the story,
but also of the establishment of the fact, which is to be more complicated by
Chillingworth?s eventual demonstration of his?fatherhood?in bequeathing his
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estate to the child. By keeping silence to the question of the child?s father,
Hester buries every complications in secrecy and ambiguity.
The development of the story also takes part in the concealment of the
fact.?The novel unmoors the question of Hester?s adultery from legal and
religious strictures to such an extent that the fact of adultery has virtually
vanished by the end of the novel??Brown 111?. And of course,??t?he muting
of the question of adultery is most clearly evident in the changing
significations of the scarlet letter??Brown 111?Apart from the historically
established import of the emblem, the meaning of the letter is constantly
conjectured by critics and must be repeatedly reconfirmed.
Since the fact is deliberately obscured to alleviate the culpability of
Hester, the question is rather moral than criminal. But even moral responsibility
is subtly doubted. Does Hester really deserve the punishment? The Scarlet
Letter continues to attract readers because of that question, and yet it is a
dangerous one even to the modern readers. This novel is different from other
?adultery novels?in making the heroine happy. A happy adulteress implies the
affirmation of love over institution, or, it may be?sex over God?:?Perhaps
Hawthorne?s romance is indeed more about sex than that?guilt?we used to
notice...??Calacurcio 111?. An ambivalent tone of the author may intimate
that Hawthorne himself is inclined to ?endorse? the ?self?consecrating
marriage??that is,?a true form of marriage,?which came to be advocated
against the marriage at law at the time or the author?s writing?Herbert 186?. It
is understandable that Hawthorne was well aware of both profit and risk the
scandalous choice entails. In consequence, the novel is in equilibrium of
ecstasy and sin that the law can never break.
Legally, therefore, the law cannot be fully implemented in this novel.
What about the letter of the law as the demonstration of the ruling power?
Not only the letter as the symbol of crime is nullified, as adultery is obscured,
but also the letter as the sign of punishment or the symbol of the ruling power
is subverted, as the letter itself is transfigured.
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On the breast of her gown, in fine red cloth, surrounded with an
elaborate embroidery and fantastic flourishes of gold thread, appeared
the letter A. It was so artistically done, and with so much fertility and
gorgeous luxuriance of fancy, that it had all the effect of a last and
fitting decoration to the apparel which she wore; and which was of a
splendor in accordance with the taste of the age, but greatly beyond
what was allowed by the sumptuary regulations of the colony.?II 39?
The gorgeous and ostentatious luxury of the letter, which exceeds the
regulations, augments her dignity and proves to be the most ?fitting
decoration?. The letter is no longer something forcibly attached to her from
outside, nor does it possess her. Now it is she who wears or possesses the
letter. If the letter is powerful, if it is empowered by signifying the law, Hester
is depicted as more powerful, embodying the excess of the law. She challenges
the law not only by violating it but also by not being battered by it, though
obediently facing the trial and punishment on the surface. There is a moment
when on the scaffold the coldness of the silent gazes is so harsh that she feels
?as if she must needs shriek out with the full power of her lungs??II 42?.
Even in this plight, she immediately conquers the psychological crisis by
conjuring up the hallucination, which intimates not a propensity for escape but
rather an ability to transform or alter her own situation. Thus?all the
combative energy of her character?enables her?to convert the scene into a
kind of lurid triumph? V 55?.
It must be noted that the moment Hester shows her ability to challenge the
law is also when the literality of the letter of the law comes forward. In other
words, since the spirit of the law fails, the letter of the law gets activated. The
literality of the letter becomes emphasized, particularly because Hester is
capable of customizing the letter and making a symbol impotent by
appropriating only a form while ignoring its meaning. As we have seen, the
scarlet letter is already unable to function as a proper punishment for the sin of
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adultery. It only ironically symbolizes the maximum penalties Hester was
exempt from. A symbol is a symbol and its literality is not portent in terms of
its actual operation. The symbol neither kills nor burns her, and wearing it
alone does not give her any physical pain. What is physical is only the
palpability of the letter:?she turned her eyes downward at the scarlet letter,
and even touched it with her finger, to assure herself that the infant and the
shame were real??II 43?. The sign is meaningless if the signified is changed
or nullified and only the display of the signifier is what matters. On the
scaffold, what might have driven Hester mad is not the weight of sin
represented by the symbol, but?the heavy weight of a thousand unrelenting
eyes.?If there were something that could baffle her, it would be the shame.
But even those same spectators who could have made her feel disgraced, turn
soon to be her protection from more powerful horror. Noticing the figure of
her husband she betrayed, fearing the face to face interview with him, she is
?conscious of a shelter in the presence of these thousand witnesses??III 46?.
At least the exposure at the scaffold does not seem to be inflicting her in the
way the law intended it would. On the contrary, it is ironical that she could
endure the ordeal, because??t?he very law that condemned her... had held her
up? V 55?.
The most significant point with the relation between the sign and Hester is
that she knows the?touch?of the letter, that, by working on the literality of
the letter, she is able to deconstruct the sign. As she displays a character whose
energy enables her?to convert the scene into a kind of lurid triumph,?she
demonstrates her skill to alter the penal letter into an artwork. By substantially
transforming it into a gorgeous ornament, she even manages to change the
meaning of the letter. Surrounded with?an elaborate embroidery and fantastic
flourishes of gold thread,? the letter becomes the luxury beyond what is
allowed by the colony regulations. This enterprise not only reveals her
daringness, but also indicates her faculty of craftwork, which implicates artistic
creativity as well as of women?s capacity: the scarlet letter turns to be?a
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specimen of her delicate and imaginative skill, of which the dames of a court
might gladly have availed themselves, to add the richer and more spiritual
adornment of human ingenuity to their fabrics of silk and gold??V 57?.
Aesthesization of the letter deprives of it its ominous meaning and changes it
into a piece of beautiful objet d?art. Later, when she is asked by Pearl about the
meaning of the letter, she answers,?I wear it for the sake of its gold thread?
?XV 123?. It is not entirely?a lie?as some critics point out, but is quite
possibly expressing Hester?s admiration of its beauty. Or it can be said that she
needed and was able to convert the penalty to an artwork. In fact, Pearl?s
question was put thrice,?what does the scarlet letter mean??,?why doest
thou wear it on thy bosom??, and?what does the letter mean??By choosing
only to give an answer to the question about the reason, Hester cunningly
evades and nullifies the question about the meaning. It is its form rather than
its idea that should matter.
The intended symbolic power of the letter A , the power of the law
condensed into a single scarlet letter, fails just because of its being a letter, or
of the literality of the letter. Hester is imagined as one who understands the
system. Hawthorne knew it at the moment he?discovered?the scarlet letter in
the old custom house and?experienced a sensation not altogether physical, yet
almost so, as of burning heat; and as if the letter were not of red cloth, but red
?hot iron??CH 25?. This illuminates a material power of the letter6, as we
discuss later, but it also explains how Hawthorne imagined its bearer. For him
the letter foreshadowed the person of Hester and A meant?able?from the
beginning. The whole energy of the story depends on this moment: the pain of
guilt, the power against law, and the ability to resist oppression. Hester is the
one who is invested with that energy with all the de?cor and bloodiness of the
color of scarlet. The letter with all its power was applied to empower her.
As we have already seen, the letter on Dimmesdale works quite
differently. It is legally efficient, and apparently lethal enough. The minister is
definitely culpable if not by the guilt of adultery, but by not sharing the
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penalty with Hester. In his case the sin is aggravated all the more because of
his being a minister and deceiving the congregations in the name of God.
However, there are several problems in the performance of the letter in the
last scaffold scene. First of all, not only is the existence of the letter itself
controversial among the witnesses, but also the letter in the text remains
virtually invisible. The letter may be ?illegible outside the legal code?
?Berlant 66?, but can the letter of the law kill or function in any way when it
itself is?literally?illegible? When Hester?s letter comes into scene, the text
reads,?On the breast of her gown... appeared the letter A??II 39?. It appears
as plainly as something least concealable, and remains exposed to the public.
On the other hand, Dimmesdale?s is only said to be?revealed? from
supposedly the long secrecy, and yet it remains obscure. Syntax tells that
Hester?s letter appears?actively?while Dimmesdale?s?passively??It was
revealed???XXIII 172?, the latter of which is confirmable only by agents. In
the scaffold scene, however, the revelation is supported neither by spectators
nor even by the narrator. In spite of its invisibility, if we accept the power of
the letter, it is because Dimmesdale?s bearing the letter and his death under its
pressure shows the logical consequences of the narrative. The invisible letter
works only in association with the letter of Hester and her sufferings. Though
Dimmesdale tries to reverse the relation saying,??Hester?s scarlet letter?is but
the shadow of what he bears on his own breast...??XXIII 172?, it is not
successful because his letter is lacking substantiality. It seems that he has to
die, as it were, to compensate it, or to prove the power of the law without the
letter.
?? ?? Dimmesdale?s letter that is nothing but a private copy of Hester?s. It
does not have any legality of its own, and is innoxious unless it is imbued with
the idea of sin or penalty. If it assumed the penal nature, it would remain
private and imitative, which could only function when it is publicly approved
as official. Dimmesdale?s public confession is probably necessitated to endorse
the legality of the dubious?revelation?of the letter with a religious ritual. But
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whether the confession is related to the Catholic counterpart or based on the
old English legal convention, or whether penance and penitence are the same
or not, it seems that it is not really?public??but should be called?public
pseudo?confession??Dreyer 80?. Its publicness is doubtful because, as
William B. Dillingham suggests,??i?f one person in that entire gathering
realized that Dimmesdale was an adulterer and the father of Pearl, besides
those who already knew, we are given no hint of it??25?. Its only legal
function, if it is proved as confession, may be on Pearl, suspects Ernest W.
Baughman. Pearl was not baptized by then and, since the legal process
regarding the recognition of the child of the unwed relationship involves the
necessity of confession,?Pearl is?freed?by Dimmesdale?s confession, not by
his death? 548?.
The letter of the law does not work not only because its legality is
problematic, but, more significantly, the symbolicity of the letter fails to
function with Dimmesdale. It is well noticed that, in the middle of his
confession, he astutely changes the person into the third to divide the sinner
and the witness in himself, and takes the role of authoritative interpreter or
estimator of the sign. This allows him to manipulate the symbolism. While
Hester is able to subvert the meaning of the letter, to nullify its signified by
appropriating its signifier, Dimmesdale seems to be dependent only on its
symbolicity and, in particular, the signified. Yet the invisibility of the sign and
the way he disparages its function???even this, his own red stigma, is no
more than a type of what has seared his inmost heart???XXIII 172??
intimate that he in fact discounts the letter. He seems to claim that only
through the symbolic meaning of the letter, he can be redeemed, and, therefore,
he can do without the signifier. Apparently he cancels the power of the letter.
His self?infliction with the dramatized and yet impractical confession only
indicates the inward negotiation with his self, which is something opposite to
the function of the letter. It is not the letter that kills him.
If the letter of the law does not kill, then left is the covenant with God, if
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not really in religious but rather in moral terms. In a sense Dimmesdale has
cowardly escaped from the secular penal law into the celestial salvation,
substituting the earthly dishonor with the sacred honor. From this point of
view, it is very doubtful that his wish is accepted, but it is true that he has tried
to atone for his sin with his life. So whether his penance or penitence is
religiously valid or not, it seems to be justified to the extent that it is approved
in the mode of death. And Dimmesdale seems to believe its possibility.
??God?hath proved his mercy... in my afflictions??says the minister with his
expiring breath. It is by?bringing ?him? hither, to die this death of
triumphant ignominy before the people??XXXIII 173?. But on the other hand
the death could mean the price. The real mercy?penalty is what he has suffered
and he is rather rescued from the afflictions by the?triumphant? death
??ignominy before the people?is dubious?. Nonetheless all the more because
he has not taken his due responsibility, the logic assumes that death itself is
required as a kind of moral payment. It is not the letter, therefore, that kills,
but it is conscience, if not Providence, or the spirit. Dimmesdale could be
regarded as a man of spirit in the sense that the literality of the letter kept
preventing him from dying an honorable death and that he finally managed to
resort to its purely symbolic tenor, without the material symbol.
2. From a Letter to Letters
The contrast between the letter and the spirit, therefore, seems to be
reversed in this novel, and it is even possible to assume that, while the spirit
kills, the letter gives life. In her discussion of the alphabet and its task, Patricia
Crain has probably in mind even the biblical line in question when she refers
to The Scarlet Letter. After recognizing A as the substitution for fatal
punishment, she claims that?by deferring Hester?s death the A gives birth to
the narrative?and that the first power of the A is?to give life??193?. In spite
of the framework of her?story of A,?Crain?s idea of the task of the scarlet
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letter tends to be more figurative??giving life?means maternity?than literal,
but she is well aware of the initiating power of the letter to the extent that?the
narrative emerges from the customhouse??192?, that is, from the material
letter of A .
As in the effect of the decorative luxury of Hester?s artwork, the positive
power emerges literally in the letter itself as signifier, in other words, in the
material letter. The material power of A is more conspicuous when it appears
in the customhouse, before the main part of the novel starts. Initially the object
is recognized as?a fine red cloth?or?the rag of scarlet cloth,?and it takes a
while, through the appreciation of the needlework and the passage of time,
before it assumes?the shape of a letter.?As for the shape, it is?the capital
letter A?with each?limb?of?three inches and a quarter in length??CH 25?.
The materiality of the letter or the personification of its shape through
catachresis lends to it almost erotic physicality. The relation between the letter
and the person is not of metaphor or symbol but of synecdoche. When the
narrator puts it to his breast and experiences an almost?physical?sensation?of
burning heat?of?red hot iron,?it seems as if he is rather feeling the existence
of a living person?a woman?who once put it on than imagining what it might
have stood for. By embracing the letter, through its burning heat, he is
amalgamated with it and then is transformed into the woman through the letter.
It would not be so irrelevant, therefore, to claim that the scarlet letter is in
the beginning a letter before it starts to function as a sign or a symbol
producing various meanings. Some critics are interested, as Crain, in the
relation between the novel and the New England Primer, where A stands for
Adam?s sin and the ten commandments are elucidated7, Others are more
formalistic. In his?literal criticism?of the classic American fiction, Earl Rovit
does not spare much for The Scarlet Letter, since the meaning of A is too
overdetermined, but simply tries to guess the reason why it is scarlet, through
the association with Hawthorne?s later addition of?w?after?a?to his own
name?425?, which only reveals the argument is obsessed with the meaning of
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the letter after all. Instead, as a kind of literal reading of the letter that could
have been added to Rovit?s, I would suggest that A is both the first letter of
alphabet and the first letter of the main part of the novel?A throng of bearded
men...?I 35??, and that the shape of the letter may remind us of two people
?instead of limbs? leaning on each other, connected with each other by
another, little person: Hester and Dimmesdale with Pearl in between on the
scaffold. Moreover, imitating Rovit?s very literal manner of reading, I could
give a different answer to the question of the color of the letter:?SCARLET?
consists of?scar?and?letter,?making in a sense a tautological but emphatic
representation of writing. These microscopic analyses of the letter may seem
trivial and tricky, but they would intimate broader questions if properly
organized and expanded.
What is more important about Rovit?s idea than those games of alphabet is
grouping of the three canonical letter?related stories by the 19th century
masters,?The Purloined Letter,??Bartleby,? and The Scarlet Letter, by
attributing the interest in?literal letters?of those authors to the invention of the
magnetic telegraph in 18448.?Each individual letter is isolated and assigned its
own tactile?aural code that must be decoded by its receiver.... This necessary
isolation of interest on letters?as?letters, on coding and decoding, may well
have stimulated a new?literal?attention in writers as literally sensitive as were
Poe, Hawthorne, and Melville??431?. Those writers must no doubt be
fascinated with the technological miracle of transmitting letters and words in an
instance across the distance with its system of dividing words into letters and
then combining them again into words. There each individual letter and
minimum units of words are isolated and yet integrant. As Rovit suggests, it is
probable that Emily Dickinson?s fragmental poem, with ?its spasmodic
abruptness??430?is influenced by the system. The play of encoding, the
confusion of miswriting and misreading, of telegram sentences is found
everywhere since, from James?s The Portrait of a Lady?Mrs. Touchett?s
enigmatic telegraph?to Rushdy?s Midnight Children?A?heartboot?telegram?.
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Electricity, by converting each letter to weightless signal, has paradoxically
given the further literal significance to it.
Rovit?s grouping of those three stories has reduced them to the works
about the letter as writing symbol, but two of them are actually very much
concerned with the letter as epistle. I am not alone in trying to associate the
third piece also with the missive. In fact, the real import of the invention of
magnetic telegraph was not so much in enigmatizing as in widening the
possibility of, communication. It is a modernized form of correspondence. In
his?The Address of The Scarlet Letter,?Stephen Railton is more interested in
readers?response, but the addressability of the novel and the?letter?is in
focus. Elizabeth Hewitt connects?the scarlet letter?to Bartleby?s?dead letter?
to relate the correspondence between Melville and Hawthorne to their writing.
It is not the?letterness?of the scarlet letter that attracted her, but, citing Henry
James?s famous anecdote of the encounter with the novel and his mistake about
the word?letter,?Hewitt takes notice of those?postal? images in?The
Custom?House,?such as an?envelope,??ancient yellow parchment,??an
official record,?and letters of?private nature.?Analogy in her argument is
worked out not from the novel to the actual correspondence but the actual
letter writing to the?letterness?of the novel. Although the scarlet letter itself is
not the center of her concern, it is significant that her observation is focused on
the formal elements of letters regarding transmission as well as materiality,
which are to amount to the idea of writing. I would add to those images?pen,?
?manuscript?and?his own hand?from the text.
The transition of the scarlet letter to the epistle may not be so taken for
granted because the letter is simply made of a single tinted letter. But the fact
that the letter?epistle is a synecdochical relation and, as we have seen, the
literality is significant to the scarlet letter, helps to ease the transition.
Moreover, the?postal system?surrounding the letter A is surprisingly well
established. It is first of all sent as an official letter of the law from the
colonial magistrate to the community, as the postal system was first instituted
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to communicate the order of the king to his sovereign. The letter is addressed
to and received by a particular member of the community, but it is also sent to
the community as a whole as an example of law enforcement. It is interesting
that, after released from the hands of law, the letter chooses its own circulation.
The letter is attached to her till she leaves the community. It is abandoned a
while, but resumed by her when she returns, and never leaves her till her death.
Then it is presumably confiscated by the officials, and somehow ends up in the
desk of Surveyor Pue with his writing to be stored on the second?floor of the
old customhouse in Salem. The narrator discovers and?adopts?it, which, in
the form of the narrative of The Scarlet Letter, is sent to the readers. Although
the last part of the transmission may be a little?symbolical,?the circulation of
the scarlet letter by and large exemplifies one of the axioms about the
controversial destination of the letter, that is,?the letter?s destination? is
?wherever it is read? Johnson 248?9.
The symbolic part of the circulation, however, suggests a possibility that it
is not really the scarlet letter itself that is circulated. What makes the transition
from an individual character to an epistle is to recognize the idea of writing.
You could send a letter A itself, as the Scarlet Letter, a piece of needle?worked
cloth, directly put in the envelope. It may, as that?mystic symbol,?stream
forth?some deep meaning,??communicating itself?to the receiver. But unlike
those animated letters in Sesame Street or edible letters in the alphabet soup,
this letter does not function by itself but is most powerful when it is put on the
other body. An ancient piece of rag could burn you only if it were put on your
breast, when A is no longer a?red cloth?but?red?hot iron.?It is an iron hot
brand, a scar as a letter, a pressed sign.
The customhouse scene is thus read as a parable of writing in which a
letter is turned to an epistle, writing, and a novel. The materiality of an
individual letter proves to be significant when it is worked on the other
material, when pressure or friction occurs between two objects. It creates a
trace, and writing arises. The letter as epistle is a field where letters as symbols
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are made into writing. All the energies of a hand, a pen, ink, paper, and the
physical form of the sign?the signifier?converge at one point of contact to
produce power, where the effect of the contact, the force to disseminate itself,
has meanings other than the signified of the sign. When the narrator in the
customhouse puts on the scarlet letter, he is transformed into both Hester and a
narrative of Hester. The letter initiates the story, but at the same time the letter
creates the novel as a letter. Once branded, the paper, a letter, or a field of
transmissible ideas, starts to transmit itself toward the world.
In the novel, therefore, Hester not only is identified with the letter A but
becomes a letter as the epistle. The idea of Hester?s transformation into the
scarlet letter is not new. We have already suggested the personification of the
letter in the custom house. Scavan Bercovitch thinks that?Hester?s conversion
to the letter? 3?is realized only in the last phase of her life. But it is possible
to assume that the conversion is not only into the letter but also into the epistle
and that it has started from the beginning. The letter A is attached to Hester as
a postage stamp that certifies her payment for her sin. Once branded, she
herself is?issued from the prison?to the market place,?enveloped?in the halo
of the misfortune and ignominy. She is transfigured by the scarlet letter, which
has?the effect of a spell, taking her out of the ordinary relations with
humanity, and inclosing her in a sphere by herself??II 39?40?. She is a letter
as the epistle, as it were, sent out with no address to arrive at. The address is
neither Dimmesdale, naming whom she rejects, nor Chillingworth, the relation
to whom she abolishes. Though Hester is afraid that the latter?should read the
secret?in her heart, he is not interested in reading her secret or even in her
soul for that matter, but only in reading?the letter?in her lover?s heart?IV
54?. Here it is obvious that, while Hester yet believes in the meanings of the
ominous letter A , Chillingworth, though well aware of its meanings, is only
concerned with the literality of the letter. The story develops, therefore, as a
process not of the revelation or the identification of the meaning, but of
recognition of the letter?s literality or letterness and its address.
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It is in association with the letter of the law that we can most clearly see
Hester figured as a text and regarded as circulated. Arguing the function of the
letter to the Puritan judicial theory, Lauren Berlant says that??t?he letter is the
formal embodiment of the Puritan mnemotechnique: collective identity takes
shape in the condensed and isolated time and space of state sponsored juridical
display??66?, where the attaching the letter is the?method of textualizing
prisoners??66?. Hester becomes the text of the discourse of preach and
?circulates among the townsfolk according to the law?s intention??68?. As the
?law?s fantasy of an Other,?she fulfills?its need for effective symbolic loci,
effective?text??, and serves to the state as a comprehensible?figure of the
law?s effect??69?. As the letter is a?shape,?so Hester?the letter is a text as
?a locus.?She is a letter as literality to the extent she functions as a vehicle of
the legal dominance by the Puritan state. It must be noted that Berlant posits
that?the letter?is addressed definitely to the public so that??a?s readers of
the A, they become the eyes of the law, enacting its penal aspirations?and
?they become?impressed? by the law as well??68?. The argument is
interesting in two points. First this implies the further transfiguration of the
receivers of the letter. Second, as Berlant goes on to argue, the communication
of the letter is to be reciprocated, in a sense, and it is done by the esthetization,
or literalization, of the letter.
The configuration of Hester?letter in the novel, however, is not limited to
the legal sphere or her penitent situation, but its trajectory can be much wider.
Originally, she came from the old world. Then, stamped and?literalized,?she
is officially sent to the public, though not favorably received. She once looks
for her destination back in the old world but the attempt is frustrated, and
Hester?letter lingers on till she heads for the old world after all. Finally Hester
comes back to the New World to be one with the letter again.
It is a trajectory of writing one?s own letter. Even right after her
punishment Hester had a choice to return to the birthplace in Europe to avoid
humiliation, but she instead chose to stay in her wilderness:
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Her sin, her ignominy, were the roots which she had struck into the
soil. It was as if a new birth, with stronger assimilations than the first,
had converted the forest?land, still so uncongenial to every other
pilgrim and wanderer, into Hester Prynne?s wild and dreary, but life?
long home.?V 56?
With two kinds of birth compared, it is important that Hester takes a?brand?
new birth, it is Hester herself who decides the destination. The reason why she
decides to stay is variously conjectured?for the love of Dimmesdale, still
believing the future union, or to protect him from her evil husband. The
narrator tells us:?Here, she said to herself, had been the scene of her guilt, and
here should be the scene of her earthly punishment??V 57?, but her comment
is soon found to be?half a self?delusion,?as her attempt at fleeing to Europe
with Dimmesdale in the forest is to attest. At least in striking the roots of sin
into the soil, Hester most puritanically defines the life of?and the New World.
The definition of the New World suggests that Hester is already no longer a
written?branded or stamped?letter. She writes her own letter to make it the
letter that writes itself, and chooses her own destination.
The letter issued as an official demonstration of the stability of the law
and the power of its enforcement fails, as we have already seen, by the
stubborn resistance of the materiality of the letter. Hester appropriates that
materiality, her body as a letter to the world. After seven years, the meaning or
the interpretation of the letter has changed in the community, through her
devotion to the troubled people. She herself is also influenced:?The effect of
the symbol?or rather, of the position in respect to society that was indicated
by it?on the mind of Hester Prynne herself, was powerful and peculiar??XIII
111?2?. Thus now the?effect?of the letter, which is figured as?position??is
examined, and defined as?powerful.?Hester structures herself as a locus in
which the letter?s?are held and embraced in its literal and material existence.
The letter of the letter A , its legality, remains, though the interpretation of the
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letter changes. At this moment, however, it is no longer the Puritan law that
the letter embodies??The world?s law was no law for her mind??XIII 112?
?but her own law. It is on the one hand the almost revolutionarily radical law
of enlightenment, and on the other her own law that rules and destines herself
to the New World. Its power depends on the literality of the letter.
In the forest scene, Hester casts away the scarlet letter for an instant. She
dreams of fleeing to Europe with Dimmesdale and having a life without the
letter. But Pearl orders her to pick it up again. The narrator makes it clear that
the child is another token of her shame,?the scarlet letter in another form; the
scarlet letter endowed with life??VII 70?. It is true that Pearl is loaded with
the meaning of Hester?s and her lover?s misbehavior:?This child of its father?s
guilt and its mother?s shame??VIII 79?, but the difference is that, while the
letter embodies the secular law, Pearl the law of nature. Pearl functions as
Hester?s conscience throughout, and particularly on the brook in the forest
where Pearl bids her mother,?Come thou and take it up??XIX 143?, it is
Hester?s inner voice that is speaking. It is conceivable that Hester already
realizes that it is not yet the time to leave the place and abandon the letter
before she is finally forced to give up the idea by the obstruction of
Chillingworth. She does leave for Europe after Dimmesdale?s confession and
death, but even that is not really the time to, or Europe is not really the place
she is bound for.
It is not so unexpected that Hester?letter finds her destination?the office of
the scarlet letter?again in the New World. The last chapter of the novel is both
conveniently conclusive and frustratingly ambiguous. There is, however, one
most significant action of Hester here. She takes up?her long?forsaken shame?
?of her own free will??XXIV 176?7?. It is not certain whether she took the
letter with her to Europe or she left it in New England. But Hester disappeared
as?the wearer of the scarlet letter??XXIV 176?, which suggests that she lived
her life in Europe virtually with the letter on, even if she never actually
showed it. Seeing that it takes only an instant for her to display the letter at her
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old cottage, Hester is probably prepred for it. The point is that Hester?letter has
arrived, after the travel in Europe, finally at her destination, though only final
for her physical self.
Hester has?returned,?and?resumed?the letter. Returning means the
recovery of the past or the lost. So it can be said that she returns to conclude
the novel, to repeat the beginning, crossing?the threshold??taking an action:
of her own free will.?But when paralleled with resuming,?return?means
more to respond or to make a new turn than to come or look back. The
repetition of the same is not limited in the space of the novel but points to the
new space. The discarding the scarlet letter and recouping in the forest, is
repeated not only here in Hester?s cottage, but also in the Custom House.
Therefore the?return?resume?combination intimates circulation, the linked
action, and making a new step and taking up things anew. And the move itself
is meaningful. Returning to?New?England means that the?New England?is
recognized as both new and home. It is a kind of destination where you can
look for another destination. In other words it is a real address of the letter.
Hester?letter has find her address. At the same time Hester literally
becomes an address:?the recluse of the scarlet letter was the object of love and
interest with some inhabitant of another land?and?letters came??XXIV 176?.
Here letters meaning epistles, probably from her daughter, Hester as an address
stays and receives troubled people looking for her counsel, as she receives
letters. But it does not mean that it is the end of her travel. Even when she
physically ceases to exist, she survives as the scarlet letter does, since?never
afterwards did?the scarlet letter? quit her bosom??XXIV 177?. That
Hawthorne?the novelist takes Hester?letter up and the two coalesce into one in
the custom house functions as the birth or rebirth of another letter, another
sending.
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3. The Law of the Letter
We have seen how the letter of the law fails to?kill?and how Hester
subverts the power of the law, which, we understand, paradoxically suggests
the subversive power of literality of the letter. We have also examined how
Hester changes the scarlet letter into the epistle, and converts herself into the
letter?epistle. Now we will explore how the subversive power of the letter?
epistle is represented, in particular at the end of the novel, and what it means
that?the letter killeth.?
The most significant feature of the letter?epistle is that it typifies literality,
while its literality?signifier is also regarded as the signified. In other words,
materiality of a letter such as calligraphy or letter paper can send a certain
message. Even the existence of a letter or the fact of correspondence bears
meanings. Hester?letter thus embodies both the scarlet letter and what its
literality conveys or represents. Sometimes her body itself, its movement, is
meaningful. It must be noted, however, that what the letter?literality represents
is not always the same as what it is supposed to mean but often it contradicts.
The role of Hester in?Conclusion?is to conclude the novel by bringing the
letter that might have flown away with Dimmesdale back unto the earth again.
But again ambiguity prevails and it is not certain even whether the novel is
successfully wound up. Although Hawthorne seems to be trying to gain the
control by giving the narrative a reconciliative and completive vision, Hester
gets around it. It is done linguistically, in terms of ruling the letters and words,
or through?the law of the letter.?
We have discussed the possibility of Hester in the chapter of?Another
View of Hester?becoming her own law. Sacvan Bercovitch sees the similar
change in Hester in the last chapter:?Hester chooses to make herself not only
an object of the law,?saint?like?by her resignation to?daily punishment??
but more largely an agent of the law, the sainted guide toward?another
purity???some brighter period?of?sacred love?foreshadowed by her agon?
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?3?. If the law refers to a destined promise of?some brighter period?to which
Hester is a guide, then this law in fact refers to the spirit of the law, and she
comes to look like an agent of the spirit.
Hester, however, cannot be a mere agent of the law, no matter how
spiritual and benign the law may be. It is, of course, the matter of which law
we are talking about. On the one hand, it could be said that she herself is the
law. She seems to be in possession of power to decide on her own fate. When
she crossed the threshold of the prison door at the beginning of the story, her
repelling of the official staff, though being a willful act, took place yet as
resistance to the rulers. When she enters her old cottage in the last chapter,
however, she rules rather than resists, as the decaying wood and iron?yield?s?
to her hand,?or she glides through?these impediments.?She resumes the
scarlet letter?of her own free will, for not the sternest magistrate of that iron
period would have imposed it?????? ???????It almost looks as if an overt
challenge and mockery to what the magistrates did to her in the past. On the
other hand, in relation to the existing law or convention of the society, Hester?s
role as an agent of and a guide to the law could imply that she functions as the
letter of the law, or the subversive power of language in the symbolic system.
In this respect it seems that Hester reveals what she herself is not supposed or
allowed to mean.
In the narrative her task is represented not as the straight act of advocating
the women?s right against the existing law of the society, which she never does
except pointing to the ideal direction, but as a paradox that she admits she
herself cannot be the prophet while she preaches the days to come.
Hester? had long since recognized the impossibility that any mission
of divine and mysterious truth should be confided to a woman stained
with sin, bowed down with shame, or even burdened with a life?long
sorrow. The angel and apostle of the coming revelation must be a
woman, indeed, but lofty, pure, and beautiful; and wise, moreover, not
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through dusky grief, but the ethereal medium of joy....?XXIV 177?8?
This passage full of negation is tricky. What the text virtually seems to say is
that the person denied here should serve as a most desirable prophet. The
negation can be the sign of subconscious affirmation, and an ample display of
a catalogue of words for her characteristics are so powerful that it tempts us to
regard her as the candidate, to read?possibility?instead of?impossibility,?
?through? instead of?not through.?By complicating the statement, it is
possible to assume, the text manages to intimate the opposite.
It is as if the text betrays what Hester really is while the narrative tries to
impose her a submissive or redemptive role. As we have seen, Bercovitch is
one of the champions of a redemptive, or reconsiliative vision of the last
chapter. It is an ideal concept to finalize the narrative, and even some of
Feminist and radical views also find it redemptive here, as Gillian Brown
detects Hester?s ?redemptive role for other women??116?. However,
resumption is more significant than redemption for Hester, as is already seen in
the discussion of the epistle. It is more significant to recognize that the novel
in fact not so much concludes as resumes and survives, and that it is Hester?
letter?epistle who is responsible for resumption. For one of the main tasks of
the epistle is to outlast time and outdo space, or survive. That the letter kills
could imply that the letter itself survives. Not only the materiality of the letter
endures to much extent, which is a significant merit of writing over speech, but
theoretically, writing as trace could outlast perish. The scarlet letter, as scar, is
to survive the body of Hester and remains active in being transmitted from
Hester to Surveyor Piu to Hawthorne to the readers.
In NOT concluding the story, Hester?letter also undermines the
postulation of a redemptive or tragic vision. Hester returns to resume the
symbol?of her own free will,? for there is?a more real life for Hester
Prynne.?The meaning of the reality, that here is?her sin,??her sorrow??and
?yet to be her penitence,?may sound problematically religious and guilt?
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ridden, and a moralistic interpretation is possible that her return is to negotiate
between the society and the individual by penitence. But the scarlet letter has
already begun to be looked upon?as the token, not of that one sin for which
she had borne so long and dreary a penance, but of her many good deeds
since??XIII 111?. The scarlet letter is said to have?done its office??XXIV
174?. So?sorrow?is significant here, cunningly bridging and canceling?sin?
and?penitence.?Because of its alliterative effect, sorrow tends to be placed
through the novel beside?sin?as in Dimmesdale?s description of himself as
?sick, sin?stained, and sorrow?blackened??XVIII 137?, or also with?shame?
as of Hester?s self?depiction cited above,?a woman stained with sin bowed
down with shame, or even burdened with a life?long sorrow??But while
?stained,??sin?or?shame? is defined objectively, religiously or socially,
though sensed internally and individually,?sorrow? entirely belongs to a
subjective and personal emotion, free from the rules. If all of Hester?s sin, guilt,
shame, and penalty are ambiguous and controversial through the narrative or
the characterization of Hester Prynne, the weight of her ordeal and sorrow is
undoubted. In the last chapter, at the end of her life,?sorrow?is featured, as it
were, because, even if all the other visions are dubious, it is certain that we all
share this feeling.
?Sorrow?does not simply indicate a tragic vision. What is important here
is that?sorrow?is associated with sympathy, reciprocation, and solidarity.
?Sorrow,?one of the words frequently seen in the text10, appears four times
here, in one page in this text. Not going with?sin?and?or?shame,?sorrow in
this chapter is mainly paired with?joy? modified by human?. The scarlet
letter ceases to be?a stigma?and becomes?a type of something to be
sorrowed.?People bring to Hester?all their sorrows?and she counsels them
and expresses her belief, though recognizing herself as a woman?burdened
with a life?long sorrow.??Sorrow?is concerned not only with self but also
with?the other,?as the letter?to be sorrowed??XXIV 177?. Hester?letter,
herself burdened with sorrow, is not only the object of the others?sorrows, but
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also the address of their own sorrows. Hester has resumed correspondence,
with the unspecified people, toward the unspecified future.?Sorrow?is an
ordinary human emotion to be shared by others. Between the letter sorrowed,
the sorrows brought by people, and the possible sorrowing of Hester, are
reciprocated the feelings of Hester and community.
Therefore the vision is rather human and happy. The redemptive factor if
any in the rather dismal conclusion would be the presumed happiness of Pearl,
who it was predicted at the scaffold?would grow up amid human joy and
sorrow??XXIII 173?. Sharing sorrow is not merely lamenting for each other?s
unhappiness. Hester?letter, by criticizing the present situation and giving a
desirable vision, suggests the idea of happiness, sacred and yet earthy,?by the
truest test of life??This positive vision is endorsed with the survival of the
letter. With all these strong visions, the very last paragraph of the novel may
look disturbingly dismal with Hester glancing?her sad eyes downward at the
scarlet letter.?In spite of the long process of identifying the letter with herself,
here the description is most clear about the division of Hester and the letter,
the subject and the object. It must be needed to prepare for the death of a
mortal and the survival of a symbol, or to reemphasize the letter.
We must notice that the letter at the very end of the novel is even more
literalized. Although the literality of the letter is almost disturbingly substituted
with the symbolicity of heraldry, what matters is not its design but wording.
When the latter is presented as?ON A FIELD, SABLE, THE LETTER A,
GULES,?it is evident that the symbolic A , which has been turned into the
material A , is now further literalized. It is converted to?LETTER A,?a row of
individual letters. It serves not only for?a motto and brief description?of the
story, but also for the promise of writing that the letter A will survive as a
letter?letters?, a writing, a novel. The epigraph of the gravestone may
radically differs from writing on the paper, but here the difference is resolved
in the larger scope of writing because both the frame of the novel and the
narration makes it clear that the scarlet letter is taken over by the very
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narrative,?our now concluded legend? XXIV 178??
The letter killeth, therefore, probably in two ways. On the one hand the
literality potentially subverts what is written. On the other, the letter survives.
Notes
1 The citations from The Scarlet Letter is from the Norton edition. The page
number is preceded by the chapter number in Roman character.?The Custom?
House?is abbreviated as CH.
2 On the letter of the law as typographical art is discussed in respect to the King
James Bible, see Gutjahr.
3 The critical history of The The Scarlet Letter is detailed in the Introduction to
New Essays on The Scarlet Letter, by Michael Colacurcio.
4 On the cases of adultery in the Colonial period, see Powers and Johnson.
5 See Colacurcio,??The Woman?s Own Choice.??
6 The letter A as fetish, see Richard pp. 44?57.
7 The New England Primer is also argued by Lesey Ginsbuerg,?The ABCs of The
Scarlet Letter,? though she is more interested in the moral teaching of the
Primer. From a little different angle, Samuel Coale argues on the letter as an
icon, in?The Scarlet Letter as Icon.?
8 On the development of telegraph in the United States, see John.
9 The address of the letter has been a focus of the theoretical debate between
Jacques Lacan and Jacqes Derrida on Poe?s?The Purloined Letter.?This one is a
kind of mediating suggestion by Barbara Johnson. On the debate, see John P.
Muller, and William J. Richardson, eds. The Purloined Poe: Lacan , Derrida ,
and Psychoanalytic Reading . On Johnson?s remark, see Barbra Johnson,?The
Frame of Reference: Poe, Lacan, Derrida.?Muller, 213?251.
10 It is well known that the word?sympathy?appears 38 times through the text.
?Sorrow?appears, not so frequently, but as many as 25 times by my counting.
???? ???? ????
???
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